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8mYankee Atomic Electric Company g
ATTH: Mr. G. Carl Andognini, Assistant PC

to the Vice President kIb[
20 Turnpike Road h,
k'estboro, Massachusetts 01581 Wa.n

ip.Gentlemen: g,
.g

Your letter dated January 20, 1975, requested Commission authorization y
to sell to Franklin County in Massachusetts a 0.54 acre parcel of land p
that is located within the exclusion area of the Yankee Atomic Generating [Station. This parcel of land would be used to provide a new roadbed for Ni,

a traveled way. Your request is in accordance with the requirements of i
'

paragraph A in the Technical Specifications appended to facility License j ..

No. DPR-3. ,

To continue our review of your request (Proposed Change No. 121), we
,

need a detailed plan of the facility exclusion area which identifies . .
the location of the parcel of land you plan to sell. You should also T '

include the routing of the existing and the future traveled way in y
these respective locations relative to the exclusion area boundary. '

%s'3,

. k
To maintain our review schedule, we need a response to this request by %February 14, 1975. Your cubetittal should be made in the usual canner

;

as a supplcnent to your Proposed Change No. 121. ;

, :

Sincerely, h
@.:n

Original signed by R. A. Purple ?
QA

Robert A. Purple, Chief pS
Operating Reactors Branch fl hDivision of Reactor Licensing jp
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